APA Solution Tutorial

NovaFlow&Solid and Inspire Work Together
Through the Altair Partner Alliance for
Improved, More Efficient Y-Bracket Design

solidThinking Inspire enables design engineers, product designers, and architects to create and investigate
structurally efficient concepts quickly and easily. Traditional structural simulations allow engineers to check if a design
will support the required loads. Inspire enhances this process by generating a new material layout within a package
space using the loads as an input. The software is easy to learn and works with existing CAD tools to help design
structural parts right the first time, reducing costs, development time, material consumption, and product weight.

At NovaCast Systems, we believe in change, not just for sustainability, but for a truly responsible industry that makes
good business with a good conscience. Therefore we are driven to innovate and produce solutions that will make us
reduce the environmental footprint. It will not be easy, but we believe green business will be good for everyone.
Our casting process simulation system, NovaFlow&Solid, is an innovative tool that helps you work faster, easier and
achieve more accurate castings – simply because every casting counts.

Key Highlights
Challenge:
Design, optimize and produce a Y-bracket structural component with the highest quality and lowest cost.

Altair Solution:
Use solidThinking Inspire to achieve the lightest design and create a part optimized for manufacturing with
NovaFlow&Solid casting simulation software. Invoke Inspire and NFS together via the Altair Partner Alliance.

Benefits:
• Reduce design cycles and development costs
• Ability to handle all simulation tasks with a single licensing system
• Easily achieve the most efficient and functional part possible
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Getting The Right Part:
Building The Design Space

4.

Pull on the newly created surface to extrude it by
2 inches

5.

Create bosses using the Circle by Center and
Point sketching tool

The first step is to create simple geometry to
represent the available package space for our part.
Functional areas need to be isolated from that
package space. This ensures that they will not get
modified during optimization.
1.

2.

Enter sketching mode using the polyline tool:

Sketch the following figure:

10 in
1 in
3.5 in
2 in
1 in

3.

Right-click to exit the sketching mode:

2 in
There are a total of three circles with a diameter
of 1 inch that need to be created.
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6.

Once all three circles have been created push
through them to create the correspomding holes

9.

7.

We will now create three cylinders that we will
use to cut between design-space and non-design
space.
Enter sketching mode once more using Circle by
Center and Point mode. Upon entering sketching
mode immediately press the Create new Part
button.

Repeat Creating the circle at the two other holes
location.

10. Extrude each of the created disks by 1 inch.

11. We will now use a Intersect Boolean operation to
cut the main design space using the cylinders.
8.

Use the Center snap point to align with the
existing holes and create a 1.5 in diameter
circle.
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12. With the first selector active (rectangular shape),
selected the main part, then check the associated
Keep box.

14. Finally validate by pressing on the play button.

15. The part is now separated between the design
space and non-design space. In order to tell
Inspire which is the design space, right-click on
the main part and check the Design Space box.
Design space will turn brown in the main view.

13. Switch to the second selector (cylindrical shape)
and select each of the cylinders.
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4.

We will now create two forces in the X direction in
each of the holes on the opposite side.
Use the forces icon and click on the inside face of
one of the remaining hole, set the value to 1000
lbf and click on X to align with the global X axis.
Repeat the operation with the other hole.

5.

If it not already done, open the model browser by
pressing the F2 key on your keyboard.
In the model browser locate the only existing load
case and rename it to X Load Case.

The geometry is now ready for setting up the
optimization problem.

Setting Up Materials, Loads and Support
Once the geometry is created, we need to apply
materials, loads and support.
1.

Open the material dialog using the Material icon.

2.

Make sure that both parts (design space and
non-design space) have Steel AISI 304 assigned.

3.

First, we will create a support in the lone boss.
We will leave all movements blocked.
Use the Support icon and click in the inside face
of the lone hole.
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6.

7.

8.

Right-click on Load Cases and select New >
Load Case.
Rename the newly created load case to Y load
case.

Re-use Support 1 by dragging it from under All
Loads and Displacements and dropping it under
Y Load Case.

Setting Up Manufacturing Constraints
1.

Once the model is setup and loaded we can
define manufacturing constraints. This will be
used to ensure that the part is manufactured. In
our case we want to be able to cast the part. We
will use the Draw Direction constraint.

2.

On the Shape Controls icon select Draw
Direction (blue rectangle).

3.

Then click on the design space to assign the split
draw direction to the design space.

4.

On the Shape Controls icon select Draw
Direction (red rectangle).
In the pop-up icons select Symmetry.
Then click on the design space to assign the
symmetries to the design space.

Similarly to what was done in X Load Case
create two forces under Y Load Cases. Make
sure they are created in the Y direction.

5.
6.

9.

Finally create a Z Load Case containing Support
1 and two forces in the Z direction.
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7.

Click on a red plane to de-activate it and turn it
grey or inversely on a grey plane to activate it
and turn it red until you obtain symmetry planes
as the screenshot below:

3.

Wait a few minutes while the optimization is
running. When the optimization is complete,
import the results inside Inspire by clicking on the
green flag above the Optimize icon.

4.

To export optimization results, go to File > Save
As… and choose STL file format.

Running Optimization
Once the model is fully setup with manufacturing
constraints it is ready to run. During the run, Inspire
will optimize the model to retain material only where it
is needed.
1.

Click on the Optimize icon.

2.

Set the minimum thickness constraint to 0.5 in
and click on the Run button.

The exported STL file can be imported back in your
preferred CAD package and used as a guide to draw
the final part.
A final geometry is provided with this guide as a
convenience.

Getting the Right Process:
After obtaining the part design from Inspire, it is
necessary to perform several analyses of the
manufacturing process to ensure that the production
process and the final part will be free of defects. This
process will be done using NovaFlow&Solid (NFS),
simulation software for the casting process that allows
the user to test different possibilities for the process
and mold design.
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Save the casting file in this position by clicking on

1. Import 3D Files
Import the 3D files into NFS for simulation. The
files can be in .stl, .stp, .step, .flt or.cvg format.
Then, open the “import 3D files” module. Choose
“File/Open” or click
. The model below
appears. The orientation of the part is however
incorrect, therefore the rotation function must be
used. Press the rotation button
and rotate by
pressing the left mouse button pointing at the
part.

(replace the existing one). Close this module
and proceed to “Initial Settings”.

2. Simulation Setup
Open the “Simulation Setup” module.
Files created and assembled in “Import 3D Files”
are imported to “Simulation Setup”. If the
AutoLoad function is ticked in the Default
Settings the model saved in Import 3D files will
load automatically.
This model appears:

All different colored solids are created separately
(CAD) and assembled in “Import 3D Files”. Each
solid can be given separate properties. Casting
should always be the first color (light blue). Note
that for example a core should be a different
color (solid object = 3D file).

2.1. Set the Mesh Parameters
Make a rough positioning using the rotation
function (1), then click on tab “Rotate XYZ” (2)
and press “Align X”, “Align Y”, and “Align Z” (3).
All angles should now be in the 90 degrees (4).
To set this as default for the casting, press “Fix
Orientation” in the same toolbar. Below, the
picture shows correct orientation for the casting.

(1)

Choose “Build Mesh”, or click

.

The “Parameters of Mesh” window will appear.
These parameters must be set for the
computational calculation. The model is then
divided into small “cubes” combined with border
cells resulting in a mathematical approximation
exactly like the original model. Choose “Number
of Cells” tab. Enter 2.5 in the “Dimension of Cell,
mm”. Click “Apply”.
You will now see how many metal cells your
settings have created. Pulling the handle or
typing a new value in the window changes the
number of cells.

(4)
(2)

(3)
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Use the default mesh settings for ~500 000 cell
count as a start.

Switch the viewing back to “Output Section” on
the menu bar.

2.2. How to Select and Change Mold and Alloy
Material
Right click on the alloy. Choose “Assign
Material…”. The “Alloy & Mold Materials” window
will appear. Click on the material in the “Alloy &
Mold Materials” window. Change material and
initial temperature and press “Ok”.

In the “Mold Thickness” tab you can adjust the
mold thickness around the casting. Default is 25
mm. Increase this value if you casting is large.
The new values can be set in default settings.

Do the same with the rest of the materials.

Shrinkage Model
Choose “Technology/Shrinkage Model”. The
“Shrinkage Calculation Model” window will
appear.

Leave the menu bar by clicking on Ok. Choose

In this window, shrinkage can be turned off or
modified to correlate with experimental
destructive tests. Tick off “Take gravity influence
into account”. Click “Ok”.

“Output Isometric”
The casting described by CV mesh should now
be shown like this:

Note: Gravitation influence has a large impact on
shrinkage prediction. Out general
recommendations are:
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Type of casting

2.3. Save the Casting Setup
Press the “Save” button

.

Close the initial settings window.

3. Simulation Modules
Open the “Solidification” module.
By default the model prepared in “Initial Settings”

Gravity influence

Steel
High
Iron, Grey
Low
Iron, Ductile
Medium
Non Ferrous
High
Casting check without Do not use gravity
feeders
influence
If casting feeder-less tick off gravity influence.
Select viewing “4-View” according to this:

will appear in the window. If not, click the
button and choose the .sim file created in Step 2.

3.1. Simulation Parameters – Set Autostop
Choose “Simulate” and “AutoStop”. The
“AutoStop Criteria” window will appear. The
endpoint of the simulation is controlled by the
AutoStop parameters. Here the simulation ends
when the “Volume of Liquid Phase, %” has
reached 0.000. Click “Ok”.

By right clicking in any of the result windows you
will be able to zoom, change field and leave the
4-view graphical alternative (zoom to fit window).
Note also that you can view the 3D result in 7
different views:
Save the simulation. Close the Solidification
window.

4. Browse the Results
Post processing of all results from the Flow &
Solid simulation can be viewed in the browser.
Open “Browser”. The model appears in the
browser window by default. If not, click
choose your simulation folder.

and

4.1. Temperature
3.2. Simulation Parameters – Start Simulation
Choose “Simulate” and “Start Simulation”, or
press

.

Verification of computational calculations is
shown in the bottom right corner. The simulation
is ended when the AutoStop criteria have been
met and the time glass button is inactivated
again.

Temperature can be viewed as a result of the
simulation. Click
and choose “Temperature”.
A cross-sectional cut of the part appears. Click
and slide the
to the right to
view the entire part. Click
to play through the
increments and view the temperature distribution.
Stop by clicking

.
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A chosen cut can be selected and viewed by
clicking the desired plane, sliding the selection to
the desired cut and confirming by right-clicking or
using
,
. Select the 2Dview with
or use multi-section view.

Note: Many factors may influence the presence
of shrinkage and/or other types of defects.

Conclusion:
4.2. Liquid Phase Fraction
Liquid phase fraction can be viewed as a result of
the simulation. Click
and choose “Liquid
Phase”. A cross-sectional cut of the part appears.
Click
and slide the
to the right
to view the entire part. Click
to play through
the increments and view the liquid phase
distribution. Stop by clicking .
A chosen cut can be selected and viewed by
clicking the desired plane, sliding the selection to
the desired cut and confirming by right-clicking or
using
,
. Select the 2Dview with the
or use multi-section view.

4.3. Shrinkage
Click
and choose “Result Field/Shrinkage”
and choose “Output Transparent”
. The
view will show a 3D transparent model with
predicted shrinkages. Verify that the last
increment is shown.

After building the design space, setting up materials,
loads, supports and constraints, and optimizing the
model with Inspire, users are able to ensure the
manufacturability of a part that is free of defects by
importing the design into NovaFlow&Solid. Ultimately,
this allows users to test the process and analyze the
design options to create the most efficient and
functional part. All of this is made easier through the
Altair Partner Alliance, which enables the use of these
complimentary products under the same license pool.

